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 i8 frs. per annum, nor of any contribution of less than 6 frs. per
 annum. In this class also a transitory enactment is made to meet
 special cases.

 Provisions are also containied in the law for adjusting those cases
 in which an assured person is at some times within the definition of
 the obligatory class and at other times within that of the voluntary
 class of contributors.

 The contributions are received through friendly and other
 societies, and a system of cards and stamps is organised for the
 purpose.

 Besides the allowance in old age, the law provides for allowances
 during invalidity and for payments at death.

 The authors consider the law to be excellent in its principle,
 inspired by a beautiful idea, and acceptable in all its most important
 provisions. Such objections as have occurred to them upon matters
 of detail, in the course of their labours to study and to explain it,
 will, as they expect, be remedied by fuiture legislation, if confirmed
 by experience.

 In an appendix they give a short practical guide to the application
 of the law, a number of answers to questions that have been raised,
 and the full text of the law and of the decree of March 25, 1911,
 by which it is supplemented. Their work is one of authority, and
 cannot fail to be of value. E.B.

 5.-Le credit agricole en France. By Henry Sagnier. xv + 158 pp.,
 8vo. Paris: Librairie agricole, &c., 1911. Price 8 francs.

 M. Sagnier has given a very clear and interesting history of
 the development of the different forms of agricultural credit
 in France. He describes the early attempts to establish such a
 system, and shows how most of them failed to attain success until,
 after long study and much discussion, the Mdline Act, which
 he calls the charter of agricultural credit, was passed in 1894. That
 act enabled the agricultural associations (syndicats), which had been
 established mainly for the joint sale of agricultural produce, or the
 joint purchase of agricultural requirements, to establish agricultural
 credit societies, with the exclusive object of facilitating and
 guaranteeing agricultural operations carried out by their members.
 The capital of such a society was to take the form of shares,
 subscribed only by its members, and after those shares had received
 interest at a fixed rate, and the general expenses of the society had
 been paid, any balance of profit was to be carried to a reserve fund.
 Each society was left to arrange by rules how its business was to be
 carried on, what was to be the liability of the members, and what
 charges it should make on loans. Societies were required to have
 their rules registered, and to furnish an annual return of their
 transactions, but were exempted from licence and stamp duty, and
 from the formalities imposed on trading societies.

 The law now rendered it possible to start small co-operative
 credit societies among agriculturists, but credit, which must be based
 on mutual trust, is of slow growth, especially perhaps among the
 peasant class, and there was a difficulty in raising the necessary
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